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Invocation
After Marlon Hacla
In the name of Marvel superhero’s, in the name of all kings
in the name of druids in d&d who have powers
in the name of bards who had powers
in the name of queen Elisabeth who had no magic
who did rule England
in the name of Christ who died for us all
in the name of raging oceans who cut through rocks.
In the name of the power.
In the name of magic.
In your name, you who would rule the world.
ADK

In the name of Lord
I am a lord of TikToc and Playstation and Fortnite
And I am the king of food, I eat a lot
I'm good at getting the high ground and using the tech shotgun in Fortnite
I watch a lot of YouTube
ADK
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Tuesday October 20 2020
Misunderstood Heroes
I think Supergirl is faced with problems like people who know her powers and people who
try to use her or those who try to take her powers from her. In every episode Supergirl’s
boss says “my coffee is too cold” when Supergirl comes from outside, so that just proves
that Supergirl is being used by her boss and when she battles her sister she tries to take all
her powers away from her.
ADK

Tuesday October 13
In my dreams I hope to go
home to not be at the unit.
To fly as free as free as an eagle
to go wherever I want
cheetahs are spotted and they run free
to go wherever they want
I want to be Aquaman
so I can swim in the ocean
ADK

October 6th 2020
one day the sun came through the window
it was a big window
and the sun was important to the unicorn
that ran up the rainbow
ADK
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Remember
After Joy Harjo
• remember the sun
• know your surroundings
• remember your parents who gave you life
• remember your hobbies
• listen to yo music
• remember yo hobbies
• remember the wind
• remember the wind
• remember the clouds
• remember you are awesome
• remember you are nice

ADK

In the name of raging oceans, who cut through rocks
In the name of magic, in the name of you who rule the world

ADK
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My life is like a blitz
I dooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon’t!
know what is going to happen next.
When I get my visits I feel like it's a touchdown
@ the steelers stadium they have a game plan
If I don't have a game plan, I don't get my privs.
Without my privs I won't score a touchdown.
ADK

I listen to music all the time because there is Rap made for every mood.
Rap is my favourite genre.
So if I'm feeling sad, happy, calm or anxious I always have a good rap song.
I also like rap that is upbeat.
ADK

I am here to say
the people that love you are
the people who are in your life
are the people that
you were born
saving
yourself
forgive me
they were in hell and they need help to be @ home and we’re all equal
ADK
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we were all taken from our family
no one wanted to be here
we all should all be able to go home
and come and go as we please
please send us home
ADK

FAITH IN HUMANITY
So Trump your time over with the world now, you can’t start war with everybody or build a
wall. Joe Biden will take and do better than you and us all thank you AMERICA for voting
trump out AND BIDEN IN.
ADK

Fear of being in the system.
Dear fear, you are not welcome in my life.
Please leave me alone.
Please let me go home.
You sometimes help and sometimes you don’t.

ADK
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Invocation
after Marlon Hacla
in the name of the creator that we pray to
in the name of the animals that feed my people
in the name of the fire that keeps us warm
in the name of the tribes who had to fight and die
in the name of teachings that had no reason to get lost
that did the telling and informing
in the name of the people still lost
in the name of the love that we share with nature
in the name of the sacrifice that we had to make
in the name of our home
in my name I carry my people in my name I carry who I want to be in my name
my ancestors stay.
SC

Being giving like the ocean
My life is the ocean I am part of every edge of the world. My children feed the world for
every little boy and girl. My waves help the boats taking my children to their homes. their
people love to swim in me. It brings me joy to see them smile. But when I see hate I make
big waves. My water is for you to drink. My children are for you to eat. I give you fun. So
give love to others, be giving as me. Be as giving as the ocean!
SC
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always
the sun will always shine the stars will too
the trees will grow and die just like you
the sky will always be up, the ground will always be down, the animals will always
feed the people will always eat the love will always be shared
the hate will always be there.
SC

what I really feel
when you’re here I want to cry when you’re not I want to die when you left I fell apart now
I hate a lot of things when I need you the most you left me all alone when I cry it hurts even
more I want to forget being your little girl
SC
The real story
we are people.
A nation we stand.
We are strong as stone.
You’re weak as sand.
We stand to make a change.
We are stronger brave and true.
Here we stand just like you.
You had no right to do what you did.
We were lost, not anymore, you gave us names, you tortured my people.
This is the right story you did the wrong we did the right.
You should be happy we are not here to fight
this is the story tell it right or tell it never.
SC
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Monsters
They are people, they breathe, eat and lesion they have never been taught how to be good.
Give them a chance to do the right thing.
SC
I am only trying to protect
I am mama bear trying to protect my cubs
I am a mama bear no threat you shot me down case I am doing my job.
I am mama bear just trying to do what I need to for my cubs.

SC

Dreams

dreams are fake they never come true
dreams are lies made up by you
dreams are fairy tales that don't exist
dreams are wishes that we wish to come true
dreams are something created by you
dreams are things in your head
they only come out when you’re in bed
so keep them there cause they do come true
SC
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What I dream
I dream of you coming home
I dream of love that never ends
I dream of a world without hate
I dream of me in a made up world
I dream of being your little girl
SC

Love and Hate

I love the rain
I love the sky
I love the sun
I love the trees in the fall
I love the snow
I love the grass
I love the world
I hate how my world is dying
I hate the way I see little kids starving
I hate the greed
I wish my world was full of love and
happiness.
SC
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Famous
After Naomi Shihab Nye

The clouds are famous to the rain. The rain is famous to the
ground which knew how to grow before it began.
The tree is famous to the leaves that falls below.
The animals are famous to the forest, more famous to
the earth.
The sky is famous to the sun but not when the clouds are gray.
I want to be famous like the wind and sea.
I want to be famous as the sun, moon and stars.
I want to be famous in the way I can do anything to help the
earth or to listen and to grow.
Because I love the earth.
SC
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My World of Hate

I hate my eyes cause I got them from you
I hate my laugh cause you love it
I hate to look around cause I don’t see you
I hate summer cause it was your favorite
I hate to smile
I hate red
I hate when people say your name
I hate to fall asleep cause I have to do it all
again
I hate picturing you happy.
I hate the pain that you gave me.
I hate the way I have to forgive you cause
you’re family.
I hate being your little girl.
I hate living in my world of hate.
SC
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The Moon
The Moon is something
that connects all my Nations
it’s who we are
The Moon is what is important
The Wolves Howl At The Moon
SC

My Wolf
My Wolf is strong and brave
My Wolf lives in me
My Wolf runs free
My Wolf expresses me
SC

Sorry Not Sorry
Inspired by William Carlos Williams

I’m sorry I hate.
I’m sorry I love. I’m sorry I am me.
But, I AM NOT SORRY!
SC
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In response to “Wolf Prayer”

Follow me down the path, let’s see where it may lead
I’ll walk beside you so you don’t have to be afraid.
I will guide and show you the way so that you know that we are safe
I will not leave you, so little girl don’t feel alone.
If you ever do, you know what to do.
Close your eyes and you will see me, and know that you are home.
SC

I’ll Give Her
I’ll give Her the Moon and the Sun
Ill give her the Sun that light reaches the Earth
I’ll give her the Earth that may sing
I’ll give her the Moon that moves around her Earth I’ll give her everything.

SC
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Should Always
The Earth should sing the same song that takes your breath away.
The Moon should sail the same way as the Sun.
The Sun should sing the same songs as the Earth.
The Moon should go around the Earth for as long as it sings.
The Earth should always have Light.
The Sun should always Shine. The Moon should always Move.
SC

The Way
The Way I Hate The Way I Try
The Way I Cry
The Way I Lie The Way we Die The Way I Love
The Way I Am
SC
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Time
Some time has passed
Some time has gone
Some time it has been
Sometimes we lost
Sometimes we shared from all the times we loved
From all the times we hated I will always remember the times we had, Good or Bad.
SC

The Way We Love

We love with fear
We love with hurt. We love with pain
We love with all we’ve got
The way we love is tortured
The way we love is fascinating
The way we love is not our choice. We fall in love. We fall out
The way we love is Falling
SC
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Forever
Forever is something we say, Forever does not exist, it’s just a fairy tale told to kids.
There is no forever, so give it a rest.
SC

My People
My People are Strong
My People are Here
My People that have died live around me
They Love
They Care, They’re Always There
My People are My Family
SC
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I Wish
I wish I could be like the wind,
to disappear
To leave everything behind me
and to never look back
To float away, away from the happy
memories and bad ones
To never feel pain, to never
breakdown in tears again
I wish to never feel depressed to never
hold a blade to my wrists and legs again
To never pretend to be happy, to
never fake a smile again
I wish this pain would go away
To make my demons shut up
forever!
I just want it to go away!
AD
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This Is Just To Say
After william corlos william
You know what
you said,
what
You did,
to Me
I'm sorry,
what I said
You deserved
IT
now you know
not to do
IT
again

AD
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Space
Erasure poem inspired by Amy Leach’s "Sail On, little Honeybee”

The relationship between the moon,
The sun and two friends a quarter
a mile away.
"Sail on, my little honeybee" sing
The sun to the moon, moon to the
sun.
The moon goes around the earth, not
perfectly.
While your heavy blue waters heave
up and down.

AD
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Dear Loneliness,

You are my sadness
You are my depression
When I'm lonely I sit in a corner by myself
You stop me from interacting with others
You make me even lonelier.
Get out of my life!

I don't need you
I choose to talk to people
I choose to not hide.
I will feel better
Without you.
AD
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Tuesday November 10th,2020
My Life Is Upside Down

I'm a coin spinning in the air,
where will I land?
hanging from the monkey bars,
gets me sick, blood in my head, I can't see.
creeping spiders on the ceiling,
all waiting to drop down on me.
A picture, inverted in its frame,
knocked by some battle.

AD
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Tuesday November 3rd,2020
Remember

Remember how it was back then.
So that I never live it again.
Remember the shouting,
Remember the violence.
So that I never have to feel her pain.
Remember the drugs,
Remember the breaking glass.
So that I can stay strong.
I would not have stayed,
I will not go back.

AD
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Tuesday October 27th,2020
Invocation
After Marlon Hacla

In the name of the mountains who care none about whether
you climb them or not.
In the name of rocks who care none about whether you throw
Them in the lake.
In the name of the trees who fall in the forest and no one cares.
In the name of the deer who had no home because people
don't care.
In the name of the man who had no home.
In the name of the people who voted, but didn’t give a shit
because look who we have as a president.
In the name of the dumb people who voted for Donald Trump.
In the name of Barack Obama.
In your name, you who would be a better
president than what we have today.

AD
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Tuesday October 20th,2020
Monster Me
Its good to be me
Because I’m special.
I know people hear me slamming doors and yelling
But I’m kind on the inside.
I slam and yell because no one's listening
Sometimes I’m rude.
Because I don’t want people to know how
I feel on the inside.
I want them to think I’m strong and brave and
Not the fragile person I really am.
They say I don’t care, that I’m ignoring.
I actually do care, a lot.
I'm just escaping my world in a book.
A world that’s better than mine.
AD
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In Praise of Dreams
After Wisława Szymborska

In my dreams,
I fell of a cliff and fell into a ditch
I met up with lil Mosey
And we stuck in a dream together
After I pulled of his shirt
I smiled masterfully
I discover he had no belly button
And I cried so hard that snot came down my nose
I begged the homeless person to take me to rehab
Picture me in a wheelchair
Picture me with other people in wheelchairs
I'm full of gratitudeWhen they said I could go back home
Yes, I’m the rehab girl
Who solved her problems
someone is giving me money on the street
AD
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Tuesday October 6th, 2020
Halloween
The black cat is famous to the night
The witch is famous to the broom who makes
her rounds at night before the bats come out and bite
The costumes are famous to the kids who run
around for candy
The horror movies are famous to the watchers
more famous at Halloween time
The pumpkin is famous to the carvers
But not at any other holiday
I want to be famous like the black cat
and prowl the
I want to be famous in the way that Freddie Kruger
runs away from me
Because I want people to stay away from me
BOO!

AD
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November 17, 2020
Erasure Poem

Go find the sun then sing along with the honeybee.
To get to the sun you have to sing along with your two friends
Relationships
honeybee sing
the cake then see the sun
and the moon and sing along!!

BA

Remember
After joy Harjo

Remember the Family’s know that they miss me
Remember my brother, all is to remember about him
Remember your biological mother to give you birth
Remember you have to listen to your mother and father
Remember the wind. Remember the snow
Remember you were a young child
Remember you are beautiful
Remember

BA
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I am hunter
I hunt to eat
I feed my family
I know you are afraid of me
I want you to know that we couldn’t survive without you
The reason why I hunt you

BA

Famous
After Naomi Shihab Nye

The cloud is famous to the sky
The plant is famous to the soil
Which knew rain before fruit grew
The hunter is famous to the caribou
The caribou is famous to my village
More famous because it feeds us
The beach is famous to the water
But not to the icebergs
I want to be famous to the animals
And to the hills
Famous as my people
I want to be famous in the way that the sun makes people smile
Because I want to bring love
BA
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October 27, 2020

in the name of Keith
in the name of Melanie
in the mane of the Bella
in the name of Keith who had to help me with my school work
in the name of Craig who had no food to eat
who did not like to play games
in the name of Larissa
in the name of Erica who can go out with me every night
in the name of the Jesus who loves to pray every night
in the name of god who help us every night
in your name, you who would

BA

-Tuesday October 20th
My grandma is nice, very helpful, brave because she had breast cancer and when I found out I
cried for so so long but she got through it that is why I love her so much.
And my mom is a good dancer, brave and she had a brain tumor and she got through it when I
found out
I started to cry so so much but I knew she will get through it that is why I love her so much.
CC
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Tuesday October 13th, 2020

in my dreams I go to a party with k.k and a.a and
we have so much fun
I meet up with Kasandra and Andriani and
we go to a party at my house
after I get set and call all my friends
I dance masterfully
I discover Kasandra is my cousin and she hates it
I beg the store to give me redbull
picture me having Gucci
picture me with Kasandra and Andriani
I’m full of gratitude--when I wake up in the morning
yes I’m the coolest person
who solved math questions
someone is giving me a fun time

CC
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Famous
after Naomi Shihab Nye

the dog is famous to the cat
the bat is famous to the dark
which knew that it can see in the dark
before it goes in the cave
the grass is famous to the ground the car is famous to the street
more famous then the grass
the animals are famous to the zoo
but not to the wild
I want to be famous to support my grandma
and my mommy
famous as a rapper
I want to be famous in the way of cardi b or a dog
not because I want to for me
but because I want to help my family
CC

Sometimes I like to go out to have fun and chill but life is not about that, life is about
responsibility and trust and love for family and friends and relationships, and having respect for
people in life and life is about school too, and to get an education, so life is very hard,
sometimes so that is life.

CC

The way the wind blows the leaves makes me calm
CC
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The relationships with my self-conscious girlfriend she likes the sunset
CC

Version 1
In the name of the scared people.
In the name sad families.
In the name of the depressed land.
In the name of the lazy citizens.
Who had gone through terrible things.
In the name of beings.
Who had no joy or had any life.
Who did not laugh or giggle.
In the name of the sad people with no soul.
In the name of some crazy people.
Who been through a lot of sad crap.
In the name of the bible of lies.
In the name of reading the bible of truth.
In your name, you who would cry out for no reason.
In the name of the weak.
Who will ask if they’ll die over nothing.
EMM
______________________________________________________________________________
_____
34

Version 2
In the name of the toddlers.
In the name of children.
In the name of the babies.
In the name of the lost souls.
Who had sad childhoods.
In the name of people.
Who had no souls.
Who did evil things.
In the name of devils.
In the name of the angels.
Who did no wrong.
In the name of liars.
In the name of people of truth.
In your name, you who would cry for no reason.
EMM
______________________________________________________________________________
_____
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Remember
Remember the soldiers,
That know how real pain is.
Remember their loss,
of friends in their fight.
EMM

______________________________________________________________________________
_____

My life is a rainbow,
Full of joy and also sadness.
But I know there are some people,
Who are far off worse.
A poem for the depressed.
You are gonna get through the dark place.
And you'll learn to ignore the hate,
Against the world,
That you were once hanging onto by a thread.
And the big,
36

Sad and happy world.
Naming the depressed people,
Who cling to their happiness with all they have.
I tell you,
You are what lies beyond the life,
You once lived.
And the next life,
You’ll hopefully be happy.
EMM
______________________________________________________________________________
_____
Inspired by Amy Leach’s “Sail On, My Little Honeybee”
Erasure Poem (excerpt)

You, as the Moon,
Go around the Earth.
Perfectly, as if you were an idea.
You are not an idea;
You make the Earth's heavy blue waters,
Heave up and down!
Circle,
like a small co-planet
truly you and the Earth.
EMM
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Tuesday, November 24 2020

This Is Just To Say
After William Carlos Williams
I have noticed
the injustice
that system kids
receive.
The people
that go home
without
really
deserving it.
Forgive me
for feeling
pissed
and upset
about the injustice
in the
system.
EMM
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This Is Just To Say
After William Carlos Williams

I have noticed
the love in the air
that couples
receive
anyone but me.
On February 14
the day of love
with chocolates
and flowers
of red for love
and white for forever.
Forgive me
for being alone
with no one
to hold.
But one day
I hope
I wont
be alone

EMM
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This Is Just To Say
After William Carlos Williams

I have noticed
I say sad
things
but it is
because
that's what I am
inside.
My heart is
broken in pieces
from years
of damage and
years of ache.
I may learn
to grow
but there will
always remain
a huge
hole.
Forgive me
for the sad things
I say
for that is
what I am.
EMM
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This Is Just To Say
After William Carlos Williams

My mother has
left
and I am
broken
my dad is sad
but my tears have
left more soaken.
I may say mean
things about
my mum,
but in the end
she is mine.
My dad may
be horrible
but he is
also mine
at the end
of the day.
I may say mean
things about or to

41

my father
but I do not
really care.
Forgive me for
not being
really sorry
I will say what
I say but they are
both still mine.

EMM
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This Is Just to Say
after william carlos williams
I ate the peaches
That were rotten
The fridge wasn’t closed
And which u were supposed to close it
I know you were saving them for your friends
Forgive me they were so disgusting
So nasty and so moldy

KA

Sail On, My Little Honeybee
Erasure Inspired by Amy Leach

The relationship between
The moon and the earth
Is periodically luminous

KA
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Remember
By Joy Harjo
Remember the swings
Know that she was always there.
Remember the tickles
It all showed she cared
Remember your past
Gives you joy and fills you with happiness
I remember you

KA

Tuesday October 20th, 2020
Why it's hard to be a teacher...

Teachers' want to teach us.
But we never listen.
Teachers' care about their students.
But we don't care about them.
Teachers' try to help us.
But we tell them to leave us alone.
Thank you teachers.

KA
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INVOCATION
After MARLON HACLA

In the name of racism
In the name of aparthied
In the name of the angry and afraid
In the name of exclusion
Who had no control of others
In the name of people who use racial slurs
Who had no control over their words
Who did racial profiling
In the name of the bad, mean people
In the name of Montgomery Bus Boycott
And Rosa Parks who took part
In the name of the barriers
In the name of Martin Luther King jr
In your name, you who would
Be a part of black lives matter movement
KA
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In Praise of Dreams
After Wislawa Szymborska

In my dreams I go to the park
I meet up with my old friends and we play games
After we go to the mall I smile masterfully
I discover that they stole and I tell them to put it back
I beg the store clerk to not call the police
picture me in handcuffs picture me in handcuffs in a cop car
I’m full of gratitude when they let me go
yes, I’m the innocent one who got out of jail
my parents give me credit for not stealing

~anonymous
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Famous
After Naomi Shihab Nye
The elastic is famous to the hair
The hair is famous to the young lady
Who portrays her beauty with stunning excellence
The young lady is famous in her community
For the work she does with the youth
The youth is famous to the playground
More famous than the troublemakers
The troublemakers are famous to the streets
But not to the police who always try to make peace
I want to be as famous as corona
To get all the world leaders attention
That i may tell them that everyone
Is equal and to stop racism

By anonymous
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This Is Just To Say
After William Carlos Williams

I have noticed
the way people behave
that they are free
the way they move as if freedom is theirs
And if
you were not them
then
you are me
Forgive me
they were too wild and too free
so much so they are not me
and so I sit, chained always.

KS

Tuesday, November 17, 2020
Erasure Poem, after Amy Leach’s “Sail On Little Honeybee”

To be luminous as the Sun,
And spin circles.

KS
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oct 27th 2020

in the name of my mom who does everything for us and went through pain for 9 whole months
in the name of my family who was always there when I needed them
in the name of the lord in the name of my nephew who suffered abuse from his OWN father
and who now has a tube from his head to his stomach.
the lord saved him and didn’t let him go when we prayed and wouldn’t give up.
in the name of my sister who has no problem telling people they’re annoying and to stop doing
things or she’s gonna hurt them. she always tries her best when people bug her but people
keep doing it and she just hits them.
in the name of DYP who likes to take children away to break families apart and sees big dollar
signs on our head.
in the name of people who don't give a shit about anything who disrespect people and hurt
other people’s feelings.
in the name of the homeless people who go through so much everyday.
in the name of myself who goes through alot and still is strong.
in your name myself would give people anything they need and if I could I would give the
homeless people a food and house.
in the name of my son who saved my life for always putting a smile on my face and always
holding my finger and he just makes me so fricking happy when I’m sad and he saved my life by
coming into this world when I was depressed sad and hurt but his smile and everything changed
me

KM
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November 3rd 2020
remember the day your mom gave birth to you and know that you weighed 6lbs 2oz remember
when your mom first heard you cry and all she did was hold you and sing to u.
remember your forever gonna be mine and one day I’m going to give you the world and a ring.
remember you’re momma's little man and always listen to you
you are the reason
remember the wind. remember the rain
remember you are amazing and smart remember you are gonna get through everything.
remember you are strong and amazing and you will forever get through everything you’re going
through and life will get better and one day your gonna look around and go in the mirror and
say “wow you made it”.
KM

You know what you did,
You know how you acted,
I’m sorry,
you are just trash.

KFDM

Anxiety
In the name of stress that makes me depressed,
The meds that help you to success,
The shaking and braking that never ends,
To the therapist once again,
The AA meetings and drug test once a week,
To the not being able to sleep.
- Anonymous oct 27 2020
50

Pregnancy
I want to remember the kicks,
I want to see the twins,
All is good but being a mom comes with stress,
Sometimes you become depressed.
I want to remember the smile on the sunny days,
I want to see her laugh and grow but time has passed,
I want to know how she’s doing inside of you.
I want to give you the best and see you succeed.
I want you to remember our touch, I want you to remember our love,
I want to remember you.

KFDM

Tuesday, November 24, 2020
This Is Just To Say
After William Carlos Williams

I have noticed that people have no humanity. . .
The old president has no humanity. . .
That the new president has humanity. . .
And which you were happy saving for JOE BIDEN . . .
Forgive me they were competitive so JOE BIDEN won and so everyone is happy

LB
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November 25 2020
1st one... The Sky
The sky is full of objects like clouds, different kinds of birds and different types of planes and
some rain and thunder, clouds here and there and, above all, airplanes are my favorite objects
that rule the
sky. Airliners, supersonic jets and light, private aircraft. No matter Which one I write about...
THEY rule the sky, No matter what.
2nd one... Airplanes
Airplanes are my favorite object that I like to talk about. If you ask me any question about
planes... I will answer it like the flash; like how lift (the force that make a plane get in the air) is
made. Air goes over and under the wing, the air under the wing forces the wing upwards and
the air over the wing
forces it down.

LB
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The Fish
I have eaten
the fish
that was in
the fish tank,
And which
you were taking care of
saving
for your class,
Forgive me
he was so big
so yummy
and so juicy.

MV

Animals
11/10/2020

Eating animals is wrong (McDonalds)!
Hurting animals is wrong (KFC)!
Go vegan from now on

MV
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Death
A poem for death,
you are starting to be forgotten,
And one day It will be the last time someone mentions your name,
Against the heaven and hell hanging on the wall in between
And being in the after-life world, naming people who were forgotten
Clinging to the earth waiting in darkness
You are the next getting buried in a cemetery
You are what lies beyond death
And the next million years waiting to be reborn

MV

Remember
Remember the buffalo wings
Known to be tasty, spicy and tendery,
Remember the chicken nuggies which
it all is 2% chicken,
Remember your first big-mac
That gave you the runs,
Remember the McDonald sprite
listening to the fizz,
Remember the wind, Remember the cold fries,
Remember you in the McDonald parks,
Remember you are just another client,
Remember…
MV
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10/20/2020

Buffalo Wings

It’s good to be a Buffalo Wing because you can be eaten,
Not made out of buffalo just chicken,
So tasty and tendery in my stomach,
So spicy and savory,
Mix with ranch to relieve the heat,
Suck the bone till its white
But when I poop my butt burns like fire

MV
Invocation
After Marlon Hacla
In the name of the pain, running through my veins.
In the name of the veins, blue like the waves.
In the name of the waves, wet like the rain.
In the name of the rain, when I’m feeling pain.
In the name of pain.
In the name of my name, who had pain in his veins, blue like the waves, wet like the rain, when
I’m feeling pain.
In the name of the Children Monster who had no pain, who took children and gave them pain.
In the name of the Children Monster who locked up kids in cages.
In the name of the children monster, who fed on human brains,
who lurks around dark corners, to feed Itself on living souls…
MV
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Tuesday October 13th, 2020
Darkness

In my dreams,
I feel nothing,
I meet up with darkness,
And we do nothing,
After darkness starts fading,
I wake up alone
I discover light,
and start my day,
Dear Darkness,
I beg staff to go home,
Picture me at my house,
Picture me with my family,
I’m full of gratitudeWhen I go home,
Yes I’m one and only Miyim,
Who solved Nothing,
People give me hopeBut it is all pity,
I am just a sorrowful boy,
filled with darkness.

MV
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Erasure Poem

Moon and Sun
The Moon and Earth have the sun,
For an idea such as Can sing sail on my little honeybee,
I gave Cakes which is also Earth the Sun Singing smaller around you waters truly Earth,

MBR

EAT FISH
I fell the fish then eat the fish that died then feel the fish's soul in me
MBR

A Poem For Life
You are trapped and alone you are against the people who are hanging on the chains and the
life of the world. Naming your death and the cling to the chains you of insurmountable pain you
are the lie in life you are what lies beyond hell and the next to destroy all the pests
MBR
Remember
Remember the tea
know the warmth.
Remember the feel
and all is for real inside the feel
MBR
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THE FACE
In a part of a face there's all waste a race getting blood vessels
towards it so it doesn't fade to waste.

MBR

VENOM
Venom is an anti super villain that really wants to be respected but can’t. In different universes
he’s is friends with some people but not much.
He does not know how to make friends because when he tries usually people start to die
MBR

In my dreams I sleep
then meet within another one
then share interests
I find a lot but not the one I want.
I discover that there are dreams beyond imagination
but it’s all up to belief
I know you might have heard this.
my dreams are my energy for the day
MBR

THE WORM
IS FAMOUS TO THE EARTH
AND THE EARTH IS FAMOUS TO THE PEOPLE
WHICH KNEW THE WORM WOULD COME BACK
BEFORE THE PEOPLE WHICH WOULD COME BACK FOR THE EARTH
IS MORE FAMOUS TO THE WORM
MBR
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November 25, 2020
I know you made mistakes, a lot of things you regret you don’t know how it feels, all you see is
the fame you try to dirty my name, what if you were me and what if I was you? Maybe you’d
see what I go through I’m looking up but my sky ain’t blue, I just see dark. You say my prayers, I
ask for forgiveness. No I’m not perfect. I promise I’ll try I promise I’ll cry. Sometimes you feel
like I’m not even alive. But my heart’s still beating. So, you must be tripping. Your father was a
ghost but you still wanna forgive him. You know a lot of you can relate to this heart! Cause it
came from your heart, just know that I’m not alone. I know a lot of you can relate. We need a
help before it’s too late. I look in the mirror and you feel the shame. Cause maybe I’m the one
that caused myself this pain. I’m so lost. What dose it cost. I wanna feel better. I’m so lost, what
dose it cost. To find myself I wanna feel better. Every time I try to smile, I feel so miserable. You
used to feel like I was invincible. Do you know what it feels inside when you got nobody? I keep
it all inside cause I got nobody to really tell how I feel. And express how it kills. Every moment of
your day. And just wanna fly away. I don’t know, can somebody tell me now cause the devil’s
reaching out. Seems like I was the devil in disguise. I’m so lost.
BA

One day we’re all born.
But we’re all here for a reason whether that be fame
be awesome or live a Low-key life.
God put us ALL in this world for a reason.
We can all do good

ADK
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